Development of coordinated movement in chicks: II. Temporal analysis of hindlimb muscle synergies at embryonic day 10 in embryos with spinal gap transections.
Spinal neural circuits can recruit muscles to produce organized patterns of activity early in embryonic development. In a previous study, using multichannel electromyographic (EMG) recordings, we characterized burst parameters for these patterns in the legs of chick embryos during spontaneous motility in ovo at embryonic days (E) 9 and E10 (Bradley and Bekoff, 1990). Results of the study suggested both neural and biomechanical factors play an important role in the development of coordinated limb movements. In this study, to explore the contribution of descending neural inputs to the control of leg movements during motility, we applied similar methods to characterize motor patterns produced by the spinal cord in the absence of descending inputs. Thoracic spinal gap transections were performed at E2 and EMG patterns were recorded at E10. Several EMG features for chronic spinal embryos were similar to those for normal embryos and demonstrate that lumbar spinal circuits can be correctly assembled to control limb movements in the absence of connectivity with more rostral neural structures during early differentiation processes. However, certain aspects of the EMG patterns in chronic spinal embryos were different from patterns in normal embryos and provide support for conclusions drawn earlier by Oppenheim (1975). Specifically, our data support the view that propriospinal and/or supraspinal inputs function to regulate the timing of cyclic limb movements controlled by spinal neural circuits. Finally, we consider the possible long-term effects of chronic spinal gap transections as compared to acute spinal transections on the development of motility.